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Abstract. When plugged into instant interactive data analytics processes, pattern mining algorithms are required to produce small collections of high quality patterns in short amounts of time. In the case of
Exceptional Model Mining (EMM), even heuristic approaches like beam
search can fail to deliver this requirement, because in EMM each search
step requires a relatively expensive model induction. In this work, we
extend previous work on high performance controlled pattern sampling
by introducing extra weighting functionality, to give more importance
to certain data records in a dataset. We use the extended framework to
quickly obtain patterns that are likely to show highly deviating models. Additionally, we combine this randomized approach with a heuristic
pruning procedure that optimizes the pattern quality further. Experiments show that in contrast to traditional beam search, this combined
method is able to find higher quality patterns using short time budgets.
Keywords: Controlled Pattern Sampling, Subgroup Discovery, Exceptional Model Mining
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Introduction

There is a growing body of research arguing for the integration of Local Pattern Mining techniques into instant, interactive discovery processes [3, 5, 9, 10,
14]. Their goal is to tightly integrate the user into the discovery process to facilitate finding patterns that are interesting with respect to her current subjective
interest. In order to allow true interactivity, the key requirement for a mining
algorithm in such processes, is that it is capable of producing high quality results
within very short time budgets—only up to a few seconds.
A particularly hard task for this setting is Exceptional Model Mining (EMM)
[8], i.e., the discovery of subgroups showing data models that highly deviate from
the model fitted to the complete data. In the EMM setting, even fast heuristic
methods that cut down the search space tremendously, e.g., beam search [8], can
fail to deliver the fast response times necessary for the interactive setting. This
comes from the fact that every individual search step in the subgroup description
space involves an expensive model induction step.
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In this paper, we extend an alternative randomized technique to pattern
discovery, Controlled Direct Pattern Sampling [4], and adapt it to EMM. As opposed to many other algorithmic approaches, direct pattern sampling does not
traverse any part of the pattern search space. Instead, it defines an efficient sampling process that yields patterns according to a distribution, which overweights
high-quality patterns. A previously published framework [6] allows to express
distributions in terms of the pattern support. Here we extend it to specify distributions in terms of the weighted pattern support. We then develop a weighting
scheme based on Principal Component Analysis, which leads to efficient sampling
procedures particularily suitable for EMM tasks. As we show empirically, when
combined with a lightweight local search procedure as post-processing step, the
resulting EMM algorithms outperform both, pure local search as well as pure
sampling strategies, and deliver high-quality results for short time budgets.
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Exceptional Model Mining

Throughout this paper we assume that a dataset D = {d1 , . . . , dm } consists of
m data records d 2 D, each of which is described by n descriptive attributes
A = {a1 , . . . , an } and annotated by k target attributes T = {t1 , . . . , tk }. All
attributes f 2 A [ T assign to each data record a value from their attribute
domain Dom(f ), i.e., f : D ! Dom(f ). In this paper we assume that all attributes f 2 A [ T are either numeric, i.e., Dom(f ) ⇢ R and we use  to
compare attribute values, or categoric, i.e., Dom(f ) is finite and its values are
conceptually incomparable. We are interested in conjunctive patterns of simple
binary propositions about individual data records. This is the standard setting
in subgroup discovery and itemset mining. That is, a pattern descriptor p
can be formalized as a set p = {c1 , . . . , cl } where cj : Dom(aij ) ! {true, false}
is a constraint on the descriptive attribute aij for j = 1, . . . , l (corresponding
to item literals in frequent set mining). Correspondingly, the support set (or
extension) of p is the subset of data records for which all constraints hold, i.e.,
Ext(D, p) = {d 2 D : c1 (ai1 (d)) ^ · · · ^ cl (ail (d))} ,
and the frequency of p is defined as the size of its extension relative to the total
number of data records frq(D, p) = |Ext(D, p)|/m. We write Ext(p), resp. frq(p),
when D is clear. For the constraints, one typically uses equality constraints if
aij is categorical, i.e., cj (v) ⌘ v = w for w 2 Dom(aij ), and interval constraints
if aij is numeric, i.e., cj (v) ⌘ v 2 [l, u] for a few expressive choices of interval
borders l, u 2 Dom(aij ) (e.g., corresponding to the quartiles of {aij (d) : d 2 D}).
Let C denote the constraint universe containing all the constraints that we
want to use to express patterns. We are interested in searching the pattern language L = P(C) for descriptors p 2 L with a) a relatively high frequency and b)
such that the target attributes behave di↵erently in Ext(p) than in the complete
data. This behavior is captured by how the target attributes are represented by a
model of a certain model class M . That is, formally, a model m(D0 ) 2 M can
be induced for any subset of the data records D0 ✓ D, and there is a meaningful
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Fig. 1: Exceptional contingency table models for fictitious dataset with two numerical attributes: red+blue is the global data and red is a local pattern. (b)
shows the global model and (c) the local model. The model deviation equals .35.
distance measure : M ⇥ M ! R+ between models. Then the interestingness of a pattern descriptor p 2 L is given as int(p) = frq(p) (m(D), m(Ext(p)).
In this paper we focus on non-functional models that treat all target attributes symmetric. When all target attributes are numeric, the perhaps simplest
example of a model class are the mean models Mmn = Rk defined by
P

m(D0 ) = (t1 (D0 ), . . . , tk (D0 ))

with ti (D0 ) = d2D0 ti (d)/|D0 |. A useful distance measure between two mean
models m, m0 2 Mmn is
pfor instance given by the normalized Euclidean distance nl2 (m, m0 ) = (m m0 )T S 1 (m m0 ) where S denotes the diagonal
matrix with entries Si,i equal to the standard deviation of target attribute ti on
the data. For categorical targets, a simple example are the contingency table
models Mct = RVt1 ⇥···⇥Vtk where each m 2 Mct represents the relative counts
of all target value combinations, i.e.,
m(D0 )v = |{d 2 D0 : t1 (d) = v1 ^ · · · ^ tk (d) = vk }|/|D0 |
for all v 2 Vt1 ⇥ · · · ⇥ Vtk . A meaningful distance measure between contingency
tables
m, m0 2 Mct is the total variation distance defined by tvd (m, m0 ) =
P
m0v |/2. See Figure 1 for an example.
v2Vt1 ⇥···⇥Vtk |mv
Since EMM is a computationally hard problem and no efficient way is known
to find a pattern descriptor p 2 L for a given dataset that maximizes the EMM
interestingness, the standard algorithmic approach to EMM is heuristic beam
search. This strategy is an extension of a greedy search, where on each search
level (corresponding to a number of constraints in a pattern descriptor) instead
of extending only one partial solution by a constraint that locally optimizes the
interestingness, one considers b 2 N best partial solutions. This parameter b is
referred to as the beam-width. Formally, starting from search level L00 = {;},
level L0i+1 is defined as
L0i+1 =

b
[

i=1

{pi ^ c : c 2 C \ pi , frq(pi ^ c)

⌧}
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where {p1 , . . . , pb , . . . , pz } = L0i in some order consistent with decreasing interestingness, i.e., int(pi ) int(pj ) for i < j, and ⌧ 2 [0, 1] is a frequency threshold
used to reduce the search space (possibly alongside other anti-monotone hard
constraints). This algorithm has to construct the models for ⇥(bl|C|) elements
of the pattern language where l denotes the average length of descriptors that
satisfy the constraints.
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Sampling Exceptional Models

In this section we develop an alternative approach to EMM using Controlled
Direct Pattern Sampling (CDPS). The key idea of this approach is that we
create random patterns by a fast procedure following a controlled distribution
that is useful for EMM, i.e., that favors patterns with a high frequency and
a large model deviation. In contrast to beam search, sampling only requires to
perform a model induction after a full descriptor is found. As we will argue later,
it is most efficient to combine this sampling approach with a very lightweight
local search procedure as post-processing step.
3.1

Weighted Controlled Direct Pattern Sampling

Boley et al. [6] gives a fast algorithm for CDPS that draws samples from a
user-defined distribution over the pattern space using a simple two-step random
experiment. Distributions that can be simulated with this approach are those
that can be expressed as the product of frequency functions wrt to di↵erent parts
of the data. Here we extend this idea by allowing to specify utility weights
w(d) 2 R+ for each data record d 2 D.
With this we define the weighted frequency
as the relative
P
P total weight
of a pattern’s extension, i.e., wfrq(D, p) =
w(d)/
d2Ext(p)
d2D w(d), and
the negative weighted frequency equals wfrq(D, p) = 1 wfrq(D, p). Let
Di+ , Dj ✓ D be subsets of the data for i 2 {1, . . . , a} and j 2 {1, . . . , b}. Now
we can define a random variable over the pattern space p 2 L by
P[p = p] =

a
Y

i=1

wfrq(Di+ , p)

b
Y

wfrq(Dj , p)/Z,

(1)

j=1

P
with a normalization constant Z such that p2L P[p = p] = 1. This distribution
gives a high probability to patterns that have a high weighted frequency in
Di+ , further referred to as the positive data portions, and a low weighted
frequency in Dj , further referred to as the negative data portions. As an
example, when designing an algorithm for subgroup discovery in data with binary
labels, data records with a positive label could be assigned to a positive data
portion and data records with a negative label to a negative data portion. This
results in a pattern distribution favoring patterns for which data records in their
extension are assigned mainly a positive label. In subsequent sections we will use
distributions from this family (Eq. 1) to construct e↵ective EMM algorithms.
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However, we first show that realizations of p can be computed with a two-step
framework similar to the one given in Boley et al. [6]4 .
Let us denote by D = D1+ ⇥ · · · ⇥ Da+ ⇥ D1 ⇥ · · · ⇥ Db the Cartesian product
of all data portions involved in the definition of p containing one representative
record for each positive and each negative data portion. For a tuple of data
records r 2 D let
Lr = {p 2 L : r(i) 2 Ext(Di+ , p), 1  i  a ^ r(j) 62 Ext(Dj

a , p), a

< j  a + b}

denote the set of pattern descriptors having in their extensions all positive representatives r(1), . . . , r(a) and none of the negatives r(a + 1), . . . , r(a + b). Then
consider the random variable r 2 D defined by
P[r = r] = |Lr |

a+b
Y

w(r(i))

i=1

In the following proposition we note that in order to simulate our desired distribution p it is sufficient to first draw a realization r of r and then to uniformly
draw a pattern from Lr .
Proposition 1. For a finite set X denote by u(X) a uniform sample from X.
Then p = u(Lr ).
Proof. Denote by Dp = {r 2 D : p 2 Lr }. Noting that Dp is equal to

Ext(D1+ , p) ⇥ · · · ⇥ Ext(Da+ , p) ⇥ D1 \ Ext(D1 , p) ⇥ · · · ⇥ Db \ Ext(Db , p)

it follows that
P[u(Lr ) = p] =

X

P[u(Lr ) = p|r = r]P[r = r]

r2Dp

=

X

r2Dp

1 |Lr |
|Lr |

a
1 Y
=
Z i=1

=

X

Qa+b
i=1

d2Ext(Di+ ,p)

w(r(i))

Z

w(d)

=

a+b
1 X Y
w(r(i))
Z
p i=1
r2D

b
Y

X

(2)

w(d)

j=1 d2D \Ext(D ,p)
j
j

a
b
Y
1 Y
wfrq(Di+ , p)
wfrq(Dj , p) = P[p = p]
Z i=1
j=1

t
u

Efficient implementations of r and u(Lr ) for r 2 D can be performed by using
coupling from the past and sequential constraint sampling, respectively, for which
we refer to Boley et al. [6]. In the remainder of this paper, we focus on utilizing
the resulting pattern sampler for EMM.
4

Note that the algorithm given in Boley et al. [6] also allows to specify modular prior
preferences for pattern descriptors as well as to avoid descriptors of length 1 and 0.
We omit both additions here for the sake of simplicity and note that they could be
included in exactly the same way as in the original algorithm.
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(a) PCA based weight computation
and pattern describing points with
high mean shift deviation.

(b) Pattern describing points with low
mean shift deviation.

Fig. 2: Example weighting scheme for mean shift models for fictitious dataset.
3.2

Application to Exceptional Model Mining

We start with the case of the contingency table models Mct . Let V = Vt1 ⇥· · ·⇥Vtk
be the set of all cells of a contingency table m 2 Mct . We give an instantiation
of Eq. 1 using exactly one positive and one negative frequency factors, i.e.,
a = b = 1 with disjoint data portions D+ , D that partition D. The idea is that
we try to oversample patterns with an extension lying mostly in contingency
table cells with small counts. For that we can sample a random subset of the
table cells W ✓ V with |W | = |V|/2 such that P[v 2 W] = m(D)v 1 Z 1
and assign each d 2 D to D+ if v(d) 2 W and to D otherwise (where v(d)
denotes the contingency table cell of d). Note that more focused versions of
this distribution can be achieved by simply replicating the two frequency factors
described here. Also, for this simple instantiation we did not use utility weights
for the data records (i.e., they are chosen uniform).
Now turning to the case of high mean shift deviation Mmn , we will give another instantiation of Eq. 1 that also uses weights in addition to defining suitable
positive and negative data portions. Since we only have one weight vector for
the data records, we are interested in the direction in which the largest target
deviation from the mean can be achieved. By applying a centralized Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) we can find a linear transformation of the target
data vectors that maximizes the variance among the data points. The first component then gives the direction of interest. Let us denote by PCA1 (d) 2 R the
first component of (t1 (d), . . . , tk (d)), i.e., the length of the target vector of a data
record in the direction of highest variance. We define d 2 D+ if PCA1 (d) 0
and d 2 D otherwise. This idea is shown in Figure 2a: the black line shows
the first component, the points to the right are assigned to D+ and the points
to the left are assigned to D . Note that in practice we can randomly choose
which side is D+ or D . For the computation of weights, recall that our task is
finding descriptors with a high mean shift (see again Figure 2a). As such, data
points in the extension of a pattern that are in D+ , should be far away from the
mean. While data point in the extension of a pattern that are in D , should be
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very close to the mean, such that the mean gets minimally shifted towards the
center. Hence, it is sensible to use w(d) = |PCA1 (d)| as weights for data records.
This means that in the positive part, data records far away from the mean will
contribute a lot to wfrq(D+ , p) and in the negative part, points close to the
center—having small absolute weights—will contribute a lot to wfrq(D , p).
Finally, we propose to combine the EMM pattern sampler with a pruning
routine, in order to further optimize the quality of sampled patterns. Our method
then becomes a two-step framework: (1) optimizes the model deviation through
direct sampling and (2) optimizes the interestingness via pruning. We employ
heuristic optimization on patterns to optimize wrt the interestingness. First, we
generate a random permutation of constraints. Then we remove each constraint
one by one. If the quality increases, we replace the pattern. For a pattern p, the
pruning step constructs models for ⇥(k) patterns where k = |p|. The total cost of
our sampling procedure is ⇥(l + 1), where l is the average length of descriptors
that satisfy the constraints. This is a theoretical advantage over beam search
when model induction is expensive (e.g., when there are a lot of data points for
which contingency tables have to be computed).
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Experiments
dataset

#attributes

#data records

time budget (ms)

15
17
34
10

30,163
45,211
100,000
581,012

300
300
2,000
2,000

Adult
Bank Marketing
Twitter
Cover Type

Table 1: Overview of dataset characteristics
In the previous section we introduced a method for sampling exceptional
models. We show now that our method is able to outperform beam search when
given short time budgets. Throughout the experiments we used datasets available from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [2]. Their main characteristics
together with the individual mining times are summarized in Table 1. The mining
times do not taking into account loading the data, since in interactive systems
the data is already loaded. For each dataset we removed lines with missing values. For Twitter we used only the first two measurements and for Cover Type
we used the first 10 attributes. At last, both techniques run on Java 7.
4.1

Contingency Table Quality

In this experiment we analyze contingency table models found by our sampler
and compare them to models found by beam search. Throughout the experiments
we used short time budgets found in Table 1. For the quality assessment we used
the interestingness from Section 2.
We ran the algorithms to find exceptional contingency tables with 2 predefined targets. For beam search (BS) we only reported runs with beam widths
1, 5 and 10 since the others behave similar. For the sampling process Equation 1 with 2 positive and 1 negative factor and no weighting strategy. We fixed
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Fig. 3: Max qualities for 2 target exceptional contingency table models.

four settings: CT (IP + P ) – inverse probability for sampling D+ and pruning,
CT (IP ) – inverse probability without pruning, CT (R + P ) – uniform selection
of D+ in combination with pruning CT (R) – uniform selection without pruning. Moreover, we ran each algorithm 10 times and extracted the highest quality
patterns found for each run. We then normalized the results by the best pattern
found over all algorithms. Aggregated results are shown in Figures 3.
Generally, sampling is able to find higher quality patterns using short time
budgets. The problem with beam search is that it has to start from singleton
patterns every time and evaluate them individually. The sampling process, in
contrast, immediately samples larger seeds with high deviation. It then locally
optimizes the interestingness by pruning. Therefore, it can quickly find high
deviation patterns with more than 1 descriptor, while beam search often is still
enumerating patterns with 1 descriptor. Surprisingly, especially for Twitter 34,
singleton patterns show already high interestingness, because of their frequency.
As expected, the unpruned versions performs slightly worse, because the
frequency for sampled patterns is lacking. Comparing uniform (R) to pseudorandomized (IP), we see that neither of the two is really able to outperform the
other. One could argue that the pseudo-randomized version is a bit better at
providing qualitative patterns more consistently.
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Fig. 4: Max qualities for 2 target exceptional mean shift deviation models.

4.2

Mean Model Quality

Here we used the same setup as before: i.e., we assume an interactive system
with limited time budgets (see Table 1) and ran algorithms with 2 pre-defined
targets. We ran beam search (BS) with beam sizes of 1, 5 and 10. For sampling we
used 2 weighted positive and 1 weighted negative factor using the PCA method
(implementation provided by WEKA [11]). We used 4 settings: M S(W + P )
– weighting and pruning, M S(W ) – weighting and no pruning, M S(P ) – no
weights and pruning and, at last, M S – no weights and no pruning. Aggregated
results of maximum quality patterns over 10 runs are summarized in Figure 4.
The results are similar to Section 4.1: beam search is often not able to get
past the singleton pattern phase, and all runs provide similar quality. Also the
Twitter dataset shows again that singleton patterns score very high due to their
frequency. For the sampling methods, we see that the weighted variants are a
bit better. A reason for the sometimes marginal di↵erence is that the weights
may be counterproductive. Comparing pruning and non-pruning, we often find
a larger gap in favor of pruning, except for Twitter. The main reason is that our
distribution is not optimizing enough the frequency of patterns, and only a few
large seeds, with high deviation, are sampled and then pruned. In contrast, the
non-pruned method more often samples small seeds with high frequency.
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5

Related Work

The discovery of interesting subgroups is a topic for several years already and
our main objective is not to give an elaborate study on di↵erent techniques for
finding subgroups. We kindly refer the reader to the overview work by Herrera
et al. [12] for more information. Exceptional model mining, on the other hand,
is relatively new and can be seen as an extension to subgroup discovery, where
models are induced over more than one target. For more information regarding
exceptional model mining we refer the reader to the Duivesteijn’s thesis [8].
Our main focus are techniques enabling the instant discovery of patterns.
Sampling from the output space is an area that has attracted attention only
recently. Chaoji et al. [7] use a randomized MCMC process for finding maximal
subgraphs in graph databases. Their method is biased towards larger subgraphs,
but they use heuristics to overcome this bias. Also on graphs, Al Hasan and
Zaki [1] use Metropolis-Hastings to enable uniform sampling of maximal graphs.
Moens and Goethals [13] proposed a method similar to the one by Chaoji et al.
for sampling the border of maximal itemsets.
At last, we give a short overview of recent exploratory data mining tools,
that have high demands wrt responsiveness. MIME [10] allows a user to interact
with data directly by letting her create patterns and pattern collections that are
evaluated on-the-fly. Moreover, di↵erent data mining algorithms can be applied
and as their results become input to the user, she can adapt the results at will.
Boley et al. [5] propose a framework combining multiple data mining algorithms
in a black box environment, alleviating the user from the process of choosing
pattern mining methods to apply. They employ a user preference model, based
on user interactions, which influence running times for the black boxes. Dzuyba
et al. [9] use beam search as their underlying method for finding interesting
subgroups. Users then provide feedback on generated patterns, to give more/less
importance to specific branches in the search tree.
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Conclusion and Future Work

Existing methods for finding exceptional models, fail to produce instant results
required for interactive discovery processes. In this work, we extended Controlled
Direct Pattern Sampling with weights for individual data records and used the
framework to directly sample exceptional models using short time budgets.
We showed in our experiments that sampling is able to find better quality
patterns in settings that where previously out of reach for beam search. We also
showed that by optimizing sampled patterns locally, the quality of patterns can
be improved even more. Moreover, we showed that our new weighting scheme
can push sampled models into higher quality parts of the search space. However,
the weighting can also have a negative e↵ect, when instantiated improperly.
At last we point out future research directions for this research. An important
step is extending the mean shift model to more than 3 attributes. The current
framework uses the first component by PCA to obtain the highest variance direction, and next samples patterns that lie on the poles of this direction. However,
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when increasing the number of attributes, using only the first component is not
enough and using more components is not optimizing the deviation enough in
practice. Di↵erent strategies for partitioning the data in positive and negative
parts with proper weight assignments is an important issue.
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